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Angeles to Hawaii, with no motor or support vessel, confronting
perilous cyclones, food shortages, and a fast decaying raft. As
Eriksen recounts his struggles to keep afloat, he immerses
readers in the deep history of the plastic pollution crisis and the
movement that has arisen to combat it. The proliferation of cheap
plastic products during the twentieth century has left the world
awash in trash. Meanwhile, the plastics industry, with its lobbying
muscle, fights tooth and nail against any changes that would
affect its lucrative status quo, instead defending poorly designed
Beneath the Waves HarperCollins
products and deflecting responsibility for the harm they cause.
An exciting account of a scientist’s expedition across the Pacific But, as Eriksen shows, the tide is turning in the battle to save the
on a home-made “junk raft” in order to learn more about plastic world’s oceans. He recounts the successful efforts that he and
marine pollution A scientist, activist, and inveterate adventurer, many other activists are waging to fight corporate influence and
Eriksen and his co-navigator, Joel Paschal, construct a “junk
demand that plastics producers be held accountable. Junk Raft
raft” made of plastic trash and set themselves adrift from Los
provides concrete, actionable solutions and an empowering
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message: it’s within our power to change the throw-away culture a sumptuously photographed investigation into superlative ocean
for the sake of our planet.
environments, animals, plants and weather, from the tallest waves
Coral Reefs Twirl
and the darkest depths to the largest and most dangerous sea
A captivating exploration of beach resort culture—from its roots in
creatures.
fashionable society to its undervalued role in today’s world
Life on an Ocean Planet Big Picture Press
economy—as the travel industry approaches a climate reckoning With its This book tells you all you need to know to become a great
promise of escape from the strains of everyday life, the beach has a hold on oceanographer. Explore the hidden depths of the oceans and
the popular imagination as the ultimate paradise. In The Last Resort, Sarah seas, discover the huge population of sea creatures, be amazed
Stodola dives into the psyche of the beachgoer and gets to the heart of
at the power of waves and the features on our ocean floors.
Oceans, a brightly illustrated and engaging book will give hours
what drives humans to seek out the sand. At the same time, she grapples
of pleasure as well as help with schoolwork and projects. Find
with the darker realities of resort culture: strangleholds on local
out about it all with Collins.Part of the ‘Fascinating facts'
economies, reckless construction, erosion of beaches, weighty carbon
series of reference books for young readers.
footprints, and the inevitable overdevelopment and decline that comes
Good to Great National Geographic Books
with a soaring demand for popular shorelines. The Last Resort weaves
Swim with sharks! Dive with dolphins! Stroll the beach with
Stodola’s firsthand travel notes with her exacting journalism in an
penguins! Young readers will joyfully immerse themselves in this
enthralling report on the past, present, and future of coastal travel. She
takes us from Monte Carlo, where the pursuit of pleasure first became part awesome adventure at sea, in which stunning National
of the beach resort experience, to a village in Fiji that was changed
Geographic photos reveal hidden worlds of action and beauty. We
irrevocably by the opening of a single resort; from the overdevelopment
meet 30 favorite sea creatures and explore their watery homes:
that stripped Acapulco of its reputation for exclusivity to Miami Beach,
playful dolphins, mysterious sharks, graceful sea turtles, waddling
where extreme measures are underway to prevent the barrier island from penguins, and dozens of others. Kids will marvel at speedy
vanishing into the ocean. In the twenty-first century, beach travel has
swimmers on the hunt, and smile at cuddly scenes of animal
become central to our globalized world—its culture, economy, and
families. To give background on the attention-grabbing
interconnectedness. But with sea levels likely to rise at least 1.5 to 3 feet by
photographs, each page is sprinkled with fun facts and layered
the end of this century, beaches will become increasingly difficult to
preserve, and many will disappear altogether. What will our last resort be with information about ocean wildlife and environments. Ageappropriate text tells each animal's story in language that's
when water begins to fill the lobbies?

accurate, lively, and non-intimidating. National Geographic maps
Children's Encyclopedia of Ocean Life National Geographic
encourage kids to learn about the geography of land and sea.
Books
The creator of Seymour Simon's Extreme Earth Records presents Conservation tips help readers of all ages understand how we can
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be kind to the oceans. At home in the classroom and on the family knowledge provided by studies in science is in no way in conflict
bookshelf, is a trove of thrilling sights and discoveries. Timed to with following the teachings of Jesus. If a Christian understands
coordinate with the release of Disney's much-anticipated movie on how God has done his creation, then he/she can be a better steward
Earth Day 2010, this exciting book taps into and encourages new in taking care of the Earth and its life. The general themes of the
awareness about the world's marine environments.
book are: to expose the false beliefs of young-Earth creationists
Real Or Fake? 2 Collins
regarding the age of the Earth being 6,000 years old and that
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, Noah's Flood must have been worldwide (global) in extent; and to
junior high, and senior high school students.
suggest that the Bible is not a science text. The contents of this
Collins Fascinating Facts - Human Body Dorrance Publishing
book can be understood by both people trained in science and
"God Made the Oceans uses sophisticated, engaging illustrations those who have no background in science. It is intended to give a
by author and illustrator Sarah Jean Collins to teach kids fun facts valuable source of insights about how science works; to provide a
about ocean creatures"-way to support and guide a Christian witness to the world, and to
The Elementary and Practical Principles of the Construction of Ships be a “bridge” to make this possible. As Christians, our greater
for Ocean and River Service Arcturus Children's Reference
mission is not to battle over divisions in religious beliefs but to
A fact-packed fun book of sea themed puzzles.
heal the sick, feed the hungry, minister to the abandoned, and so
Oceans Find it! Explore it!: More than 250 things to find, facts
on.
and photos! (National Geographic Kids) Turtleback Books
The World Book Encyclopedia HarperCollins UK
Dive beneath the waves with this fun search and find fact book
Seymour Simon knows how to explain science to kids and make it fun.
from National Geographic Kids.
He was a teacher for more than twenty years, has written more than
Collins Fascinating Facts - Science National Geographic Books 250 books, and has won multiple awards. In Coral Reefs, Simon
Text and photographs explore the physical characteristics, life
introduces elementary-school readers to the oceans’ reefs through
forms, and fragility of the world's oceans. Includes maps, index, wonderful descriptions and stunning full-color photographs. He
encourages appreciation of the ecology of coral reefs, explains why
and glossary.
they are in danger, and suggests ways kids can help save the
A Very Large Expanse of Sea Longman Publishing Group
A Christian Geologist Explains Why the Earth Cannot Be 6,000 endangered reefs.
Years Old: Let's Heal the Divide in the Church By: Dr. Lorence 100 Things to Know about the Planet Earth Scholastic Inc.
G. Collins This book is about the geology of the Earth. Written by Teacher digital resource package includes 2 CD-ROMs and 1 user
guide. Includes Teacher curriculum guide, PowerPoint chapter
a fully committed Christian, it asserts that accepting the
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facts, feel, and functions of over two dozen marine animals. They'll touch
presentations, an image gallery of photographs, illustrations,
shiny scales and bumpy barnacles, turn a flap to find a clownfish hiding
customizable presentations and student materials, Exam
among the anemone, touch a shark's sandpapery skin, and discover who can
Assessment Suite, PuzzleView for creating word puzzles, and
squirt ink and change color! This sea-feast for eyes and hands will encourage
LessonView for dynamic lesson planning. Laboratory and activity kids to immerse themselves in a fascinating beyond-the-bathtub habitat. It's a
disc includes the manual in both student and teacher editions and a trip to an underwater world that's just a touch away!
lab materials list.
Ocean Animals Penguin
Oceans HarperCollins
Come along on a journey through the oceans of the world in this
What are phantom islands? How did the Black Death cause an ice beautiful book with illustrations made entirely from hand-pressed
plants. Artist Helen Ahpornsiri transforms silky seaweeds, feathery
age? How could graffiti save endangered tortoises? Find the
answers to these questions and 97 more in this bold, graphic and algae, and bright coastal blooms into playful penguins, scuttling crabs,
exciting book, full of amazing things to know about Planet Earth. and schools of silvery sharks. Turn the page to explore each corner of
the ocean, from hidden rock pools to the darkest depths. Marvel as
Illustrations: Full colour throughout

Coral Reef Food Chains Storey Publishing, LLC
Dive deep into the vivid underwater world of Dark Life!The oceans
rose, swallowing the lowlands. Earthquakes shattered the continents,
toppling entire regions into the rising water. Now, humans live packed
into stack cities. The only ones with any space of their own are those
who live on the ocean floor: the Dark Life.Ty has spent his whole life
living deep undersea. When outlaws attack his homestead, he finds
himself in a fight to save the only home he has ever known. Joined by
Gemma, a girl from Topside, Ty ventures into the frontier's rough
underworld and discovers some dark secrets to Dark Life. Secrets that
threaten to destroy everything.

plants transform into marvelous creatures, and discover the magic and
beauty that lies beneath the waves.

Do Not Open Black Dog & Leventhal
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties,
showed how great companies triumph over time and how long-term
sustained performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from
the verybeginning. But what about the company that is not born with great
DNA? How can good companies, mediocre companies, even bad companies
achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the
mind of Jim Collins. Are there companies that defy gravity and convert longterm mediocrity or worse into long-term superiority? And if so, what are the
universal distinguishing characteristics that cause a company to go from
good to great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins and his
Astronaut-Aquanaut Greenwillow Books
Scales, tails, flippers and fins—let's dive into the ocean! Touch And Explore™research team identified a set of elite companies that made the leap to great
results and sustained those results for at least fifteen years. How great? After
is Twirl's multisensory series for children who want to do more than just
listen! Already bestsellers in their original French editions, these well-crafted the leap, the good-to-great companies generated cumulative stock returns that
interactive titles encourage hands-on engagement, learning, and knowledge beat the general stock market by an average of seven times in fifteen years,
retention. What's rough, scaly, smooth, or bumpy? What crawls or dives? In better than twice the results delivered by a composite index of the world's
greatest companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel, General Electric, and Merck.
this splashy treat for visual learners and pre-readers kids can discover the
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The Comparisons The research team contrasted the good-to-great companies people can be. She’s tired of the rude stares, the degrading
with a carefully selected set of comparison companies that failed to make the comments—even the physical violence—she endures as a result of
leap from good to great. What was different? Why did one set of companies
her race, her religion, and the hijab she wears every day. So she’s
become truly great performers while the other set remained only good? Over
built up protective walls and refuses to let anyone close enough to
five years, the team analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight companies in
the study. After sifting through mountains of data and thousands of pages of hurt her. Instead, she drowns her frustrations in music and spends
interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key determinants of greatness her afternoons break-dancing with her brother. But then she meets
-- why some companies make the leap and others don't. The Findings The
Ocean James. He’s the first person in forever who really seems to
findings of the Good to Great study will surprise many readers and shed light want to get to know Shirin. It terrifies her—they seem to come from
on virtually every area of management strategy and practice. The findings
two irreconcilable worlds—and Shirin has had her guard up for so
include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to discover the type
long that she’s not sure she’ll ever be able to let it down.
of leadership required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept
The Ocean Beacon Press
(Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to great requires
This book tells you all you need to know to become the next great
transcending the curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you
combine a culture of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the scientist! From atoms, to lightening, from android robots of the future
right back to the start of life on earth, you'll learn all about the secrets
magical alchemy of great results. Technology Accelerators: Good-to-great
companies think differently about the role of technology. The Flywheel and of science. Be astounded ... Science, a brightly illustrated and engaging
the Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change programs and wrenching book, will give hours of pleasure as well as help with schoolwork and
restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap. “Some of the key
projects. Find out about it all with Collins.Part of the ‘Fascinating
concepts discerned in the study,” comments Jim Collins, "fly in the face of
facts' series of reference books for young readers.
our modern business culture and will, quite frankly, upset some people.”
Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?

Why Is the Sea Salty? Princeton Architectural Press
Longlisted for the National Book Award for Young People's
Literature! From the New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of the Shatter Me series comes a powerful,
heartrending contemporary novel about fear, first love, and the
devastating impact of prejudice. It’s 2002, a year after 9/11. It’s
an extremely turbulent time politically, but especially so for
someone like Shirin, a sixteen-year-old Muslim girl who’s tired
of being stereotyped. Shirin is never surprised by how horrible
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